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Abstract –The theoretical basis for the application of sensitivity and uncertainty (S/U) analysis methods
to the validation of benchmark data sets for use in criticality safety applications is developed. Sensitivity
analyses produce energy-dependent sensitivity coefficients that give the relative change in the system
multiplication factor keff value as a function of relative changes in the cross-section data by isotope,
reaction, and energy. Integral indices are then developed that utilize the sensitivity information to quantify
similarities between pairs of systems, typically a benchmark experiment and design system. Uncertainty
analyses provide an estimate of the uncertainties in the calculated values of the system keff due to cross-
section uncertainties, as well as correlation in the keff uncertainties between systems. These uncertainty
correlations provide an additional measure of system similarity. The use of the similarity measures from
both S/U analyses in the formal determination of areas of applicability for benchmark experiments is
developed. Furthermore, the use of these similarity measures as a trending parameter for the estimation of
the computational bias and uncertainty is explored. The S/U analysis results, along with the calculated
and measured keff values and estimates of uncertainties in the measurements, were used in this work to
demonstrate application of the generalized linear-least-squares methodology (GLLSM) to data validation
for criticality safety studies.

An illustrative example is used to demonstrate the application of these S/U analysis procedures to
actual criticality safety problems. Computational biases, uncertainties, and the upper subcritical limit for
the example applications are determined with the new methods and compared to those obtained through
traditional criticality safety analysis validation techniques.

The GLLSM procedure is also applied to determine cutoff values for the similarity indices such that
applicability of a benchmark experiment to a criticality safety design system can be assured. Additionally,
the GLLSM procedure is used to determine how many applicable benchmark experiments exceeding a
certain degree of similarity are necessary for an accurate assessment of the computational bias.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The American national standard for nuclear critical-
ity safety in operations with fissionable material outside
reactors, ANSI0ANS-8.1-1998~Ref. 1!, allows the use
of calculations in the determination of subcritical limits
for the design of fissionable material systems. The stan-
dard requires validation of the analytical methods and
data used in nuclear criticality safety calculations in or-
der to quantify any computational bias and the uncer-
tainty in the bias. The validation procedure must be
conducted through comparison of the computed results
with experimental data, and the design system for which
the subcritical limit is established must fall within the
area of applicability of the experiments chosen for vali-
dation. The standard defines the area~or areas! of appli-
cability as “the limiting ranges of material compositions,
geometric arrangements, neutron energy spectra, and other
relevant parameters~e.g., heterogeneity, leakage, inter-
action, absorption, etc.! within which the bias of a com-
putational method is established.” For design systems
that fall outside the area of applicability of available
experiments, the standard allows for the use of trends in
the bias to extend the range of the experimental condi-
tions. The standard further states, “Where the extension
is large, the method should be supplemented by other
computational methods to provide a better estimate of
the bias, and especially its uncertainty in the extended
area~or areas!, and to demonstrate consistency of com-
puted results.” The standard provides no guidance with
respect to the determination of what constitutes a valid
area of applicability, under what conditions a given sys-
tem is considered to fall outside an area of applicability,
or when any extension outside the area of applicability is
considered to be large.

In compliance with the standards, the nuclear criti-
cality safety community in the United States typically
evaluates the computational biases and uncertainties of
its computational methods and nuclear data through the
use of trending analyses. For a traditional trending analy-
sis, a suite of critical-experimental benchmarks is se-
lected with physical characteristics that are similar to the
corresponding values in the design system for which the
subcritical limit is to be established.2 Some physical char-
acteristics used to evaluate system similarity are fissile
element~s!, fissile concentration, moderator type, geo-
metrical configuration, hydrogen-to-fissile atom ratios
~H0X !, average neutron-energy group causing fission,
and energy of average neutron lethargy causing fission
~EALF!. Typically, the trending parameters are calcu-
lated as averages over the entire benchmark experiment.

Each of the experiments in the benchmark suite is
modeled with the same code and data that will be used in
the criticality safety analysis of the design system. The
difference between the measured and calculated value of
the effective neutron multiplication factorkeff of a criti-
cal experiment is considered to be the computational bias

for that experiment. The expected computational bias of
the design system is established through a trending analy-
sis of the bias for all of the selected critical experiments
as a function of their physical characteristics~e.g., H0X,
EALF, etc.!. The uncertainty in the bias is established
through a statistical analysis of the trend.

With the use of traditional validation techniques, the
establishment of the area of applicability and selection
of a trending parameter is limited to the engineering judg-
ment of the criticality safety analysts,3 who have esti-
mated that the actual critical conditions of the design
system can be computationally predicted within the lim-
its of the bias and uncertainty established using the bench-
marks. For design systems that have few or no benchmark
experiments with similar physical characteristics, it is
difficult, even through expert judgment, to assess the
coverage of the system within the area of applicability of
the available experiments. Some examples of systems
for which limited applicable benchmark experiments are
available include

1. intervening materials and configurations used in
the packaging of unirradiated and irradiated fis-
sionable materials for transport and storage

2. fissionable material operations involving neutron
interaction between high-neutron-leakage fission-
able material units

3. neutron reflector influences on large systems of
heterogeneous fissionable material units~e.g.,
packaged waste and weapon components or reac-
tor fuel!

4. operations involving mixed weapons-grade plu-
tonium and uranium oxides with varying degrees
of neutron moderation

5. operations involving fissionable materials that
have a predominance of fission chains initiated
with intermediate neutron energies such as sys-
tems of damp oxides of low-enriched to moder-
ately enriched damp uranium, damp oxides of
plutonium or233U, systems using large quantities
of thermal 10v or resonance neutron absorbers

6. irradiated and spent-fuel configurations in trans-
port and storage.

Because of increasing costs to perform experimental
measurements, the reliance on computational methods
has increased. For the example systems mentioned ear-
lier, and others, the applicability of available benchmark
experiments to perform criticality validations is suspect.
A more formal procedure is needed to assist in the defi-
nition of the area of applicability such that the similarity
of experiments and design systems is quantifiable and
less reliant on varied judgments. For design systems that
extend beyond the area of applicability, especially where
the extension is large, a method for predicting the com-
putational bias and its uncertainty is needed.
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With the joint support of the U.S. Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission and the U.S. Department of Energy’s
Nuclear Criticality Safety Program, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory~ORNL! has been working to

1. devise a rigorous physics-based approach for the
determination of system similarity, which can be
used to assess coverage of a design system within
the area of applicability of critical experiments

2. formulate the methodology and approach needed
for determination of the computational biases and
uncertainties due to experimental descriptions,
computational methods, and nuclear data

3. develop the software tools needed to implement
the methodology

4. provide illustrations and example guidance for
the applications of these biases and uncertainties
for defensible margins of subcriticality and safety.

To achieve these goals, prototypic sensitivity and
uncertainty~S0U! analysis methods have been designed
for use within the Standardized Computer Analyses for
Licensing Evaluation~SCALE! code system.4–6 The ba-
sis of these analysis techniques is that systems with neu-
tron multiplication factors that exhibit similar sensitivities
to perturbations in the neutron cross-section data on an
energy-dependent, nuclide-reaction specific level will
have similar biases due to the computational method and
nuclear data used in the criticality safety analysis. To
quantify the similarity between a particular experiment
and a design system, two types of integral indices were
derived. Each of these integral indices consists of a
bounded single value that determines whether or not the
design system falls within the area of applicability of a
given experiment. The first integral indexEsum is based
only on sensitivity data and gives a measure of the com-
monality of thekeff response of an experiment and a
design system to perturbations in the cross-section data.
The second integral indexck couples the sensitivity data
with tabulated cross-section–covariance data to give a
correlation coefficient that provides a measure of the
shared variance, due to cross-section uncertainties, in
the computed value ofkeff for the design system and a
given experiment. Each of these integral indices can be
used in advanced trending studies to predict the compu-
tational bias and its uncertainty as a function of system
similarity. Independently, but in comparison with the in-
tegral indices, an implementation of generalized linear-
least-squares methodology~GLLSM! rigorously predicts
the computation bias of a design system based on the
sensitivity, cross-section–covariance, and experimental
uncertainty data.

This paper provides the theoretical development of
each of these tools and provides example applications
and guidance for their use.

II. TRADITIONAL TRENDING ANALYSIS

Before formally introducing the S0U techniques for
criticality safety analysis validation, a review of a repre-
sentative traditional trending technique commonly used
by criticality practitioners is presented. Where analytical
methods are used to predict the criticality condition of a
design system, the American National Standard ANSI0
ANS-8.17-1984~R1997! ~Ref. 7! requires that the
calculated multiplication factorks shall not exceed a
maximum allowable value established as

ks # kc 2 Dks 2 Dkc 2 Dkm , ~1!

where

ks 5 the calculated allowable maximum multi-
plication factorkeff of the system being eval-
uated for normal or credible abnormal
conditions or events;

kc 5 the meankeff that results from the calculation
of the benchmark criticality experiments using
a particular computational method. If the cal-
culatedkeff values for the criticality experi-
ments exhibit a trend with a parameter, then
kc shall be determined by extrapolation on
the basis of a best fit to the calculated values.
The criticality experiments used as bench-
marks in computingkc should have physical
compositions, configurations, and nuclear
characteristics~including reflectors! similar
to those of the system being evaluated;

Dks 5 an allowance for

~a! statistical or convergence uncertainties,
or both in the computation ofks;

~b! material and fabrication tolerances;

~c! uncertainties due to limitations in the geo-
metric or material representations used
in the computational method;

Dkc 5 a margin for uncertainty inkc which includes
allowance for

~a! uncertainties in the critical experiments;

~b! statistical or convergence uncertainties,
or both, in the computation ofkc;

~c! uncertainties due to extrapolation ofkc

outside the range of experimental data;

~d! uncertainties due to limitations in the geo-
metrical or material representations used
in the computational method

Dkm 5 an arbitrary margin to ensure the subcritical-
ity of ks.
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Consistent with the requirements ofANSI0ANS-8.17-
1984 ~R1997!, a criticality code is typically validated
against a suite of critical experiments to define an upper
subcritical limit~USL! for design systems. According to
the standard, the computedkeff value of a design system
~i.e.,ks! should not exceed the maximum acceptable value.
This is expressed as

ks 1 2s # USL 5 1.001 b 2 Db 2 Dkm , ~2!

wheres is the standard deviation of the computed value
ks; b andDb represent the computational bias and un-
certainty in the bias, respectively.8 For critical experi-
ments, the computational bias is the difference between
the mean value ofkeff calculated for the critical experi-
mentskc and 1.0~i.e.,b 5 kc 21.0! . In practice, certain
critical experiments may exhibit calculatedkeff values
.1.0, leading to a positive bias and reducing the re-
quired subcritical margin for the design system. How-
ever, regulatory impositions typically have not allowed
for a positive computational bias; thus,b is either nega-
tive or zero. The quantityDkm is often referred to as an
administrative margin and commonly assigned a value
between 2 and 5% inkeff ~e.g.,Dkm 5 0.05!, depending
on the application and regulatory guidance.

Two commonly used approaches for the calculation
of the USL based on a suite of criticality experiments
covering a particular area of applicability are~a! confi-
dence band with administrative margin, referred to as
USL1, and~b! single-sided uniform-width closed-interval
approach, also called the lower tolerance band~LTB!
method, and referred to as USL2 ~Ref. 2!. The statistical
analysis used in the computation of USL1 and USL2 is
valid only within the range of applicability of the chosen
trending parameter. The range of applicability is the por-
tion of the area of applicability pertaining to the single
selected trending parameter. Any extrapolation outside
the range of applicability requires a different statistical
treatment. The USL obtained with the first method as a
function of some trending parametert is defined as

USL1~t ! 5 1.02 Dkm 2 W1 b~t ! . ~3!

The confidence bandwidthW provides a statistical esti-
mate for the uncertainty in the biasDb, which accounts
for uncertainties in the experiments, computational
method, and data. The maximum value isW, evaluated
at the endpoints of the range of applicability of a confi-
dence bandw~t !, which is based on a statistically spec-
ified confidence level~1 2 g1!, and the calculatedkeff

values for the critical experiments. The lower confi-
dence limit, which iskc~t ! 2 W, provides a~1 2 g1!
confidence that the calculatedkeff values for the critical
experiments are above the lower confidence limit. The
confidence band is directly proportional to the standard
deviation in the data and the specified level of confi-
dence. A higher confidence level or larger standard de-
viation will lead to a larger value ofW.

The USL1 approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the
computed values ofkeff are trended against some generic
parameter. In Fig. 1 the computedkeff values for 12 crit-
ical experiments are shown with their associated uncer-
tainties as error bars. The solid line depictskc~t !, the
linear regression fit to the computed data. Curves repre-
sentingkc~t !2w~t !, kc~t !2W, and USL1 are also shown.
Because of the disallowance of positive biases, the USL1
curve has a constant value wherekc~t ! exceeds 1.0. The
positive bias adjustment inkc~t ! 2 W is noted in Fig. 1.
To evaluate the USL for a design application, using this
approach, the value of the trending parameter for the
design application would be assessed, and the USL1 keff

value would be read from Fig. 1. Then, becauseW is
computed only within the range of applicability, the sta-
tistical approach used in the calculation USL1 does not
allow for extrapolation outside of the range of applica-
bility of the chosen trending parameter. If extrapolations
are required, the value ofw~t ! should be evaluated in
place ofW.

In the LTB method, statistical techniques are used to
determine a combined LTB plus administrative margin
Dkm. The USL obtained with this method is defined as

USL2~t ! 5 1.02 ~Ca0r{sr! 1 b~t ! , ~4!

wheresr is the pooled variance for the linear fit to the
datakc~t !; Ca0r is a statistically determined multiplier
for a specified confidencea and probabilityr. The term
Ca0r{sr provides an LTB such that there isa confidence
andr probability that a future criticality calculation of a
design system will lie above the LTB. The termCa0r{sr

can also be used to provide a statistical estimate of the
administrative subcritical marginDkm. Moreover,Dkm is

Fig. 1. Example trending analysis diagram.
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the difference betweenCa0r{sr and the confidence band
W ~i.e., Dkm 5 Ca0r{sr 2 W!. Both USL1 and USL2
values are computed by the USLSTATS computer code.2

Example uses of the traditional trending methodologies
are presented in Sec. VII.B.

III. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

As an alternative to the traditional system-averaged
trending parameters, ORNL has utilized sensitivity tech-
niques to provide a quantifiable physics-based measure
of the similarity of a design system and an experiment.
The similarity measure can be used to determine whether
or not a design system falls within the area of applica-
bility of an experiment. With the sensitivity methods, the
similarity measure is based on the energy-dependent,
nuclide-reaction specific sensitivity ofkeff to the cross-
section data. Based on the sensitivity, where a design
system exhibits a certain degree of similarity to the ex-
periment, the design system is deemed to fall within the
area of applicability of the experiment.

III.A. Sensitivity Theory

Sensitivity coefficients are defined physically such
that they represent the percentage effect on some system
response due to a percentage change in an input param-
eter. For fissionable material systems, one of the appro-
priate responses is the system multiplication factorkeff.
The sensitivity coefficients are typically presented as pro-
files, where the change inkeff due to perturbations of the
cross-section data is given as a function of cross-section
energy. These sensitivity profiles can be generated for
each material in the system and may include various
nuclear reactions~e.g., scatter, absorption, fission! as well
as the neutron energy distribution from fissionx and
average number of neutrons emitted per fissionTn.

In this work, the sensitivity coefficients are calcu-
lated using the well-established adjoint-based perturba-
tion theory approach.9–13The full derivation of the general
procedure is not given here; however, the specific theory
for the generation ofkeff sensitivities is presented below.
For the full derivation of the general sensitivity equa-
tions, the reader is referred to Ref. 13.

The Boltzmann transport equation is written in the
form

@A 2 lB#f 5 0 , ~5!

whereA andB are loss and production operators,f is the
angular neutron flux, andl represents the eigenvalues
where the largest eigenvalue is 10keff. Define perturbed
transport operators and the perturbed eigenvalues as

A' 5 A 1 dA ,

B' 5 B 1 dB ,

and

l' 5 l 1 dl , ~6!

wheredA anddB represent small linear perturbations in
their corresponding transport operators anddl repre-
sents the resulting change in the eigenvalues. The per-
turbed transport equation can be written in the form

@A' 2 l'B' #f ' 5 0 . ~7!

The equation adjoint to Eq.~5! is

@A* 2 lB* #f* 5 0 , ~8!

wheref* is the adjoint flux, also known as the impor-
tance function, andA* andB* are the adjoint operators
corresponding toA andB.

Multiplying Eq. ~7! by f* , and integrating over all
phase-space, yields

^f*~A' 2 l'B' !f ' & 5 0 , ~9!

wherê & represents integration over all phase-space~vol-
ume, energy, and direction!.

Expanding Eq.~9! in terms of Eq.~6! yields

^f*~A 2 lB 1 dA 2 ldB 2 Bdl 2 dldB!f ' & 5 0 .

~10!

Using the property of adjointness~i.e.,^f*~A2lB!f ' &5
^f '~A*2 lB* !f* &! and Eq.~8! to reduce the number of
terms yields

^f*~dA 2 ldB 2 Bdl 2 dldB!f ' & 5 0 . ~11!

Equation~11! is further simplified by ignoring the second-
order perturbation term~dldB! and substitutingf ' with
f, indicating that the perturbations in the transport op-
erators do not cause significant perturbations in the flux
solution. The eigenvalue perturbation becomes

dl

l
5

^f*~dA 2 ldB!f&

^f*~lB!f&
. ~12!

Substituting the perturbation terms with partial de-
rivatives with respect to a particular nuclide-reaction pair
cross sectionSx, the relative sensitivity ofl becomes

Sx

l

]l

]Sx

5
Sx

l

Kf*S ]A

]Sx

2 l
]B

]Sx
DfL

^f*Bf&
. ~13!
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Note that sincel 5 10keff, then]l0l 5 2]keff 0keff such
that the sensitivity ofkeff to some macroscopic cross
sectionSx is defined as

Sk,Sx
5

Sx

keff

]keff

]Sx

5 2
Sx

l

]l

]Sx

5 2
Sx

keff

Kf*S ]A

]Sx

2
1

keff

]B

]Sx
DfL

Kf* B

keff
2 fL . ~14!

In practice, the]A0]Sx and]B0]Sx terms in Eq.~14!
are simple functions of the scattering, capture, and fis-
sion cross-section data. The evaluation of Eq.~14! then
becomes an integration of the forward and adjoint fluxes
and the cross sections over the entire phase-space.

Typically, the energy dependence of the cross-
section data is represented by averaging theSx quanti-
ties over an energy groupg and is represented asSx,g.
Insertion of these group quantities into Eq.~14! yields
the sensitivity ofkeff to perturbations in a single energy
group of a particular nuclear-reaction pair as

Sk,Sx,g
5

Sx, g

keff

]keff

]Sx, g

. ~15!

Wheng is varied to obtain the sensitivity for all groups,
which span the energy range of interest, an energy-
dependent sensitivity profile is generated.

The implementation of first-order adjoint-based sen-
sitivity analysis used to develop Eq.~14! is consistent
with that developed for and used previously in the FORSS
code system at ORNL~Ref. 13!. However, it has been
demonstrated that this methodology is incomplete and
only accounts for the explicit effect due to the perturba-
tion of the macroscopic cross-section data components
in the criticality calculation.14 The sensitivity coeffi-
cients as computed in Eq.~15! require another term to
account for the first-order implicit effect of perturba-
tions in the material number densities or nuclear data
upon the shielded groupwise macroscopic cross-section
data. The implicit portion of the sensitivity coefficient is
defined as

SSx,g,vi
5

vi

Sg, x

]Sx, g

]vi

, ~16!

wherevi is the number density of a particular material
or a certain nuclear data component. The sensitivity co-
efficients defined in Eq.~16! can be propagated to the
keff sensitivity via the chain rule for derivatives. Where
the implicit sensitivity is added to the explicit sensitiv-
ity, the complete sensitivity coefficient, accounting for
both the explicit and implicit terms, can be presented as

~Sk,Sx,g
!tot 5 Sk,Sx,g

1 (
i
(
y

(
h

Sk,Sy,h
SSy,h,vi

Svi ,Sx,g
,

~17!

where i is summed over all parameters that are depen-
dent on the groupwise cross sectionSx,g andy andh are
summed over all nuclide-reaction pairs and energy groups
that are dependent onvi . The implementation of this
methodology is explained in more detail in a companion
paper.6

As examples, sensitivity profiles for235U fission for
three critical systems are shown in Fig. 2. Each of these
systems is from the LEU-COMP-THERM-032 series
of experiments from theInternational Handbook of
Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments15

~IHECSBE!. This series of experiments consists of water-
flooded lattices of UO2 fuel pins enriched to 10 wt% in
235U. The first two sensitivity profiles shown in Fig. 2
are for tightly packed lattices at 20 and 1668C, respec-
tively. The third sensitivity profile shown in Fig. 2 is for
the seventh core detailed in the experiment evaluation, a
loosely packed lattice at 208C.

As depicted in Fig. 2, the energy-dependent re-
sponse ofkeff to perturbations in the235U fission cross-
section data for the first system is similar to that of the
second system. The shape and magnitude of the profile
for the third system are different from those of the first
system. Had the first profile been generated for a design
system and the second and third profiles for benchmark
experiments, the second system would exhibit more sim-
ilarities to the first than does the third. Thus, the second
system would be more applicable to the criticality code
validation of the first system. Sensitivity profiles could
be generated to compare the response of each of these
systems to perturbations of other nuclide-reaction pairs
to provide a complete analysis of system similarity and
demonstrate the ability of the benchmark experiment to
validate the particular reaction over the energy range.
Although it is instructive to assess similarity by visually
comparing the sensitivity profiles of one system to those
of another, the effort required to use such a manual pro-
cedure in a production environment is prohibitive. Fur-
thermore, the establishment of a consistent quantitative
measure of system similarity would be difficult.

III.B. Sensitivity-Based Integral Indices

In order to automate the process of assessing system
similarity based on the sensitivity profiles, the develop-
ment of a number of different sensitivity-based integral
indices has been studied in this work.16 The objective is
to produce a single index that quantifies the similarity
between two systems, such that this single index could
be used for the determination of applicability and as a
trending parameter.

Initially, parameters using the absolute value of the
sensitivity differences by group were developed. These
“D” values are defined as
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D Tn 5 (
i51

N

(
g51

G

6S Tn, g
a, i 2 S Tn, g

e, i 6 ,

Dc 5 (
i51

N

(
g51

G

6Sc, g
a, i 2 Sc, g

e, i 6 ,

Ds 5 (
i51

N

(
g51

G

6Ss, g
a, i 2 Ss, g

e, i 6 ,

and

Dsum5 D Tn 1 Dc 1 Ds , ~18!

whereS is a simplified notation for the sensitivity coef-
ficient as defined in Eq.~17! for the safety applicationa,
or experimental configuratione, to the capture~c! or
scattering~s! cross sections, or toTn for energy groupg
and nuclidei with the total number of energy groupsG
and the total number of nuclidesN.

The usefulness of these integral indices was demon-
strated in that clear patterns could be detected when com-
pared to traditional trending analyses for criticality safety
validation.16 However, because these indices are un-
normalized, the establishment of consistent limiting val-
ues was not possible. Therefore, an alternate form of
sensitivity-based integral indices, denoted asE, was de-

veloped. These sensitivity-based indices correspond to
the summation of the product of the sensitivity coeffi-
cients for two systems over energy groups and nuclides,
normalized such that when summed over nuclides and
reactions, anE value of 0.0 indicates the systems are
totally dissimilar and anE value of 1.0 indicates the
two systems are precisely the same. TheE values are
defined as

Ef 5 M21 (
i51

N

(
g51

G

Sf, g
a, i Sf, g

e, i ,

Ec 5 M21 (
i51

N

(
g51

G

Sc, g
a, i Sc, g

e, i ,

and

Es 5 M21 (
i51

N

(
g51

G

Ss, g
a, i Ss, g

e, i ,

where f, c, ands denote the fission, capture, and scat-
tering reactions, respectively. The normalizing denomi-
nator is defined with a sum overx representing each
reaction as

M 5 (
x
H(

i51

N

(
g51

G

~Sx, g
a, i !2 (

i51

N

(
g51

G

~Sx, g
e, i !2J102

.

Fig. 2. The235U fission sensitivity profiles for LEU-COMP-THERM-032 cases 1, 2, and 7.
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Finally, the summative value is defined as

Esum5 Ef 1 Ec 1 Es . ~19!

If the groupwise sensitivity data for fission, capture, and
scattering reactions for all nuclides for each system are
thought of as vector, then the integral indexEsum is the
cosine of the angle between the two sensitivity vectors
for the analyzed systems. If the two sensitivity vectors
are parallel, i.e., proportional, the systems are similar.
Mathematically, anEsumvalue as low as21.0 could be
generated, but this would be the result of a rare combi-
nation of system sensitivity coefficients such that the
sensitivity of the respective system responses would have
to be exactly proportional in magnitude and opposite in
sign, which seems not to be physically feasible. As with
the case of anEsumvalue of 0.0, this would indicate that
the systems are dissimilar, or rather “antisimilar.” The
Esumparameter is considered global in nature because its
single quantity assesses similarity between two systems
based on the magnitude and shape of all sensitivity pro-
files for fission, capture, and scatter.

It is also possible and sometimes desirable to pro-
duce values analogous toEsum for each isotope-reaction
pair, such that similarity can be assessed on a reaction-
and nuclide-specific level. For this purpose, an addi-
tional parameterdE is defined from the equations above
by omitting the nuclide and reaction summations in the
numerator and the reaction summation in the denomina-
tor. Thus, thedE value for reactionx of nuclide i be-
tween applicationa and experimente is defined as

dEx, i
e,a 5

(
g51

G

Sx, g
a, i Sx, g

e, i

S(
i51

N

(
g51

G

~Sx, g
a, i !2 (

i51

N

(
g51

G

~Sx, g
e, i !2D102 . ~20!

The dE values relate, on a system-to-system basis,
the similarity of various nuclide-reaction pairs. These
values are normalized such that when an application is
compared to itself, the sum over nuclides for a given
reaction type~i.e., capture, fission, scatter! is 1.0. This
allows for similarity determinations for a particular re-
action among various nuclides.

With thedEparameter, the particular nuclide-reaction
pairs that cause two systems to be similar or dissimilar
can be investigated. The magnitudes of thedE values
show the relative contribution toE for each nuclide with
respect to its capture, fission, or scattering reactions. In
addition, since the normalization requires that the sum
over a given reaction will be only 1.0 if the two systems
are exactly the same, the sum over thedEvalues for each
reaction gives an additional indicator of the systems’
similarity. A method of utilizing this information in a
simple manner was to define aT~E! value, which is the
ratio of thedE value relating the two systems to thedE
value of the application system related to itself. Thus,

theT~E! value relating applicationa to experimente for
reactionx of nuclide i is

T~E!x, i
e,a 5

dEx, i
e,a

dEx, i
a,a . ~21!

If the nuclide-reaction pair is less important in the
benchmark experiment than the application,T~E! has a
value ,1.0. If the importance of the nuclide-reaction
pair in the benchmark experiment is greater than or equal
to the importance in the application,T~E! is $1.0. Thus,
the number of benchmark systems withT values near or
greater than 1.0 is an indicator of benchmark coverage
for a given nuclide-reaction pair. Care must be taken in
the use ofT~E! in that if the sensitivity for an experi-
ment greatly exceeds that of the application for a portion
of the spectrum, but is much less than the sensitivity of
the application over another portion of the spectrum, an
artificially high T~E! value can result. Recent studies
have investigated the development of a new parameter to
address this difficulty.17

Returning to the example systems described in
Sec. III.A, with sensitivity profiles shown in Fig. 2, the
globalEsumvalues relating the first system to the second
and the third are 0.9883 and 0.7223, respectively. The
T~E! values for 235U fission of the first system com-
pared to the second and third are 0.9843 and 0.8484,
respectively. Since higher-valued integral indices repre-
sent more similarity, the methodology has quantified, on
both a systemwide and nuclide-reaction specific basis,
that the second system exhibits more similarities to the
first than does the third.

IV. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

An alternative and complementary approach to ex-
ploring the similarity of systems based solely on the use
of sensitivity data is the use of uncertainty analysis, which
propagates the tabulated cross-section uncertainty infor-
mation to the calculatedkeff value of a given system via
the sensitivity coefficients. This technique is similar to
that employed in previous studies involving the valida-
tion of data for use in the design of fast reactors.18 Math-
ematically, the system uncertainty is computed with a
quadratic product of the groupwise sensitivity profile
vectors by nuclide and reaction type with the cross-
section uncertainty matrices by nuclide and reaction type.
The result of this procedure is not only an estimate of the
uncertainty in the systemkeff due to cross sections but
also an estimate of the correlated uncertainty between
systems. These correlated uncertainties can be repre-
sented by correlation coefficients, which represent the
degree of correlation in the uncertainties between the
two systems. This parameter, denoted asck, not only has
the desirability of a single quantity relating the two sys-
tems but also measures the similarity of the systems in
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terms of related uncertainty, not just the related sensitiv-
ity. These correlation coefficients are particularly useful
when used in traditional trending analyses for criticality
safety validation in that the correlation coefficient re-
lates the degree in which the uncertainties in the critical
benchmarks are coupled with the uncertainties in the
application of interest. This coupling with the common
uncertainties in the various systems is expected to closely
mimic the coupling in predicted biases between the var-
ious systems since they should both be related to the
cross-section uncertainties. The underlying assumption
in this approach is that the cross-section–uncertainty data
for all nuclides and reactions of interest have been eval-
uated and processed for use by these procedures. How-
ever, evaluated cross-section–uncertainty data are not
available for all nuclide-reaction pairs. Nuclide-reaction
pairs without available data are omitted from this analy-
sis, but it is assumed that either the cross-section data
values from these pairs are well known~i.e., small un-
certainties! or the sensitivity of the systemkeff to these
nuclide-reaction pairs is small. Where these assumptions
hold, the nuclide-reaction pairs without cross-section–
uncertainty data present a negligible contribution to the
uncertainty-based analysis. For situations where this neg-
ligible contribution assumption is judged not to be valid,
the use of uncertainty analysis is not appropriate.

Two steps are required in the determination of the
uncertainties in the calculated values of the system multi-
plication factor:~a! the estimation and processing of un-
certainties in the cross-section data and~b! the propagation
of those uncertainties to the systemskeff values. The tech-
niques for processing cross-section–uncertainty data are
established19,20 and will not be discussed here. Cross-
section–uncertainty data in the evaluated nuclear data
files ~i.e., ENDF0B-V ! are limited to select isotopes; how-
ever, those data that are available have been processed
for use with these techniques.

Given uncertainty information for the cross sections
for all nuclides and reaction processes that are important
to the system of interest, it is possible to estimate the
uncertainty in the calculated system multiplication fac-
tor due to these data uncertainties.

The nuclear data parameters are represented by the
vectora [ ~an!, n 5 1,2, . . . ,M, whereM is the number
of nuclide-reaction pairs3 the number of energy groups.
The corresponding symmetricM 3 M matrix containing
the relative variances~diagonal elements! and covari-
ances~off-diagonal elements! in the nuclear data is

Caa [


cov~an,ap!

anap 
,

n 5 1, 2, . . . ,M; p 5 1, 2, . . . ,M , ~22!

where

cov~an,ap! 5 ^dandap& , ~23!

wheredan anddap represent the difference between the
values and expectation values of the nuclear data param-
eters and̂ & represents integration over the ranges ofan

andap weighted with a probability density function. A
rigorous definition of the cross-section–covariance data
is given in Ref. 21.

The matrix containing sensitivities of the calculated
keff to thea parameters, where each matrix entry is con-
sistent with Eq.~17!, is given as

Sk [ Fan

ki

]ki

]an
G , i 5 1,2, . . . ,I ; n 5 1,2, . . . ,M ,

~24!

whereI is the number of critical systems being consid-
ered. The uncertainty matrix for the systemkeff values,
Ckk , is given as

Ckk 5 Sk Caa Sk
† , ~25!

where † indicates a transpose,Sk is an I 3 M matrix,
Caa is anM 3 M matrix, and the resultingCkk matrix is
of dimensionI 3 I . TheCkk matrix consists of relative
variance valuessi

2 for each of the critical systems under
consideration~the diagonal elements!, as well as the rel-
ative covariance between systemssij

2 ~the off-diagonal
elements!. These off-diagonal elements represent the
shared or common variance between two systems. The
off-diagonal elements are typically divided by the square
root of the corresponding diagonal elements~i.e., the
respective standard deviations! to generate a correlation
coefficient matrix. Thus, the correlation coefficient is
defined as

ck 5
sij

2

~si sj !
, ~26!

such that the singleck value represents the correlation
coefficient between uncertainties in systemi and systemj.

These correlations are primarily due to the fact that
the uncertainties in the calculatedkeff values for two
different systems are related since they contain the same
materials. Cross-section uncertainties propagate to all
systems containing these materials. Systems with the same
materials and similar spectra would be correlated, while
systems with different materials or spectra would not be
correlated. The interpretation of the correlation coeffi-
cient is the following: a value of 0.0 represents no cor-
relation between the systems, a value of 1.0 represents
full correlation between the systems, and a value of21.0
represents a full anticorrelation.

Similar to the dE values defined previously, the
nuclide-reaction specific components ofck, denoteddck,
are defined for comparison of specific nuclide-reaction
pairs between a given application and experiment. AT~ck!
parameter is defined as the ratio of thedck value for an
experiment compared to an application to thedck value
of the application compared to itself as
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T~ck!xeaj 5
dckxeaj

dckxaaj

. ~27!

A T~ck! value of 1.0 or higher indicates that for a given
nuclide reaction, the variance of the experiment is as
great or greater than that of the application.

Again, returning to the example systems described
in Sec. III.A, with sensitivity profiles shown in Fig. 2,
the ck values relating the first system to the second and
the third are 0.9946 and 0.7520, respectively. TheT~ck!
values for235U fission for the first system and compared
to the second and third are 1.0205 and 0.4588, respec-
tively. Consistent with the conclusion reached in regard
to these systems with the sensitivity-based integral indi-
ces, the uncertainty-based methodology has quantified,
on both a systemwide and reaction-specific basis, that
the second system exhibits more similarities to the first
than does the third.

V. USE OF INTEGRAL INDICES AS
TRENDING PARAMETERS

The integral indicesEsumandck can be used as trend-
ing parameters in criticality safety analysis validation
studies. Using the same trending analysis tools de-
scribed in Sec. II, but substituting eitherEsumor ck as the
trending parameter, the computational bias and uncer-
tainty can be determined. Because the integral indices
measure the similarity of a benchmark experiment to an
individual design system, a separate trending analysis
must be conducted for each system of interest. This dif-
fers from the trending techniques presented in Sec. II,
where the bias, uncertainty, and USL are determined as a
function of the specified trending parameter, and then
the bias and uncertainty functions are evaluated at the
value of the trending parameter corresponding to each
design system that falls within the range of applicability
of that parameter. Because of the definitions and normal-
izations of the integral indicesEsumandck when used as
trending parameters, the evaluation of the bias and un-
certainty will always occur at the trending parameter
value of 1.0, which corresponds to the design system.
Furthermore, all benchmark experiments will have an
Esum or ck value ,1.0 in relation to a design system.
Thus, the evaluation of the bias and uncertainty will al-
ways require some degree of extrapolation outside the
range of the trending parameters, as shown in the right
side of Fig. 1. The evaluation of the computation bias is
achieved through the same linear regression of thekeff

values as is used in the calculation of USL1 and USL2,
but the uncertainty in the bias should be evaluated using
w~t !, the functional confidence band, instead ofW, the
maximum value ofw~t ! within the range of the trending
parameters. Some sample trending analyses, comparing
the use of various trending parameters, are presented in
Sec. VII.

VI. GENERALIZED LINEAR-LEAST-SQUARES
TECHNIQUES

The GLLSM provides an alternative approach to tra-
ditional trending analysis for the determination of com-
putational biases. The GLLSM predicts cross-section data
adjustments that would produce the best agreement be-
tween the measured and calculated values ofkeff based
on the entire set of benchmark experiments used in the
data validation process.22 The effect of these cross-
section adjustments is then estimated through propaga-
tion to the computedkeff, via the sensitivity coefficients,
for any system determined to be within the area of ap-
plicability of the chosen benchmark experiments. The
difference between thekeff values computed with the
standard cross-section data and those computed with
the adjusted cross-section data gives an assessment of
the computational bias. The inputs needed for such an
analysis are almost identical to those used in the S0U
methods presented thus far: the sensitivity coefficients,
the cross-section uncertainties, and the calculatedkeff

values. Additionally, estimates of the uncertainties in the
measuredkeff values of the benchmark experiments are
also required.

One of the benefits of the GLLSM approach is that
not only can the bias for a given application be estimated
based on a particular set of benchmarks, but also the
effect on the bias of the inclusion or exclusion of bench-
mark experiments can be determined. The adequacy of
the benchmark set chosen for validation can be verified
with this procedure. GLLSM can address how many ex-
periments are needed and how much correlation is nec-
essary to validate criticality codes within a particular
area of applicability.

VI.A. GLLSM Theory

The GLLSM has been referred to as a data adjust-
ment procedure, a data consistency analysis, and even a
data evaluation technique. The most appropriate descrip-
tion of GLLSM for this particular application is that of a
generalized trending analysis tool. The GLLSM “forces”
agreement between the measured and calculated values
of keff for the entire set of benchmark experiments used
in the data validation process. The data adjustments that
result from the application of the GLLSM can then be
used to predict the biases for any application determined
to be within the area of applicability of the benchmark
experiments used in the GLLSM analysis. Functionally,
the GLLSM can be thought of as a trending of a suite of
critical benchmarks with respect to the cross-section cor-
relation coefficient between the various systems. The
GLLSM has the capability of identifying experiments
that contain inconsistencies~i.e., the magnitude of the
measured-to-calculatedkeff difference is larger than their
combined uncertainties!. A x2-consistency indicator is
used to directly predict the overall consistency of the
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suite of benchmarks. A value ofx2 for each experiment
is also available from the GLLSM tool.

The vectorm [ ~mi !, i 5 1,2, . . . ,I , represents a
series ofkeff measurements onI critical benchmark ex-
periments that are to be used in the validation of a code
and dataset over a particular area of applicability for
criticality safety computations. The elements of theI 3 I
matrix of the relative uncertainties in the measurements
are given by

F cov~mi , mj !

mi mj
G , i 5 1, . . . ,I, j 5 1, . . . ,I . ~28!

For consistency with adjustments relative to the calcu-
latedkeff values, the elements of relative uncertainty ma-
trix for the measured valuesCmm are defined as23

Smi

ki
DF cov~mi , mj !

mi mj
GSmj

kj
D ,

i 5 1, . . . ,I; j 5 1, . . . ,I , ~29!

where the elements of the vectork [ ~ki !, i 5 1,2, . . . ,I ,
are the corresponding calculated values ofkeff for each
of these experiments. The GLLSM procedure also al-
lows for the possibility of correlations between the inte-
gral and differential quantities. The elements of this
M 3 I relative cross-covariance are

F cov~an, mi !

anmi
G , n 5 1,2, . . . ,M; i 5 1,2, . . . ,I .

~30!

Similar to the definition in Eq.~29!, the elements of the
relative uncertainty matrix for the cross-correlationsCam
are defined relative to the calculatedkeff as

F cov~an, mi !

anmi
GSmi

ki
D , n 5 1, . . . ,M; i 5 1, . . . ,I .

~31!

The correlations given in Eq.~31! are not yet included in
this implementation of GLLSM but are carried through
this theoretical derivation.

Linear changes in the calculatedkeff values due to
perturbations ina can be represented as

ki ~a ' ! 5 ki ~a 1 da! 5 ki ~a! 1 dki

> ki~a!

11 (

n51

M

Sn
i

dan

an 
, ~32!

wherea ' is an adjusted set of nuclear data parameters
defined as the original parameters with some perturba-
tion da; k ~a! and k ~a ' ! represent the calculatedkeff

values using the standard and adjusted data sets, respec-
tively. The sensitivity coefficientSn

i represents the rela-
tive sensitivity of thekeff of systemi to perturbations in
nuclear parameteran.

The relative deviations of the calculated responses
from their corresponding measured values are denoted
with the vectord, the elements of which are

~di ! 5
ki ~a! 2 mi

ki ~a!
, i 5 1, . . . ,I . ~33!

The uncertainty matrix for the absolute deviation vector
taken relative to the calculationalkeff values is

Cdd 5 Ckk 1 Cmm 2 Sk Cam 2 Cma Sk
† ,

5 Sk Caa Sk
† 1 Cmm 2 Sk Cam 2 Cma Sk

† . ~34!

The elements of theM-dimensional vectorz are the rel-
ative changes in parametersan such that

zn 5
an
' 2 an

an

5
dan

an

.

The elements of the vectory are the resulting deviations
of the calculatedkeff values from their respective mea-
sured valuesmi relative to the original calculated values
ki ~a! such that

yi 5
mi
'2 mi

ki

5
ki ~a ' ! 2 mi

ki ~a!
.

The vectorm' [ ~mi
' !, i 5 1, . . . ,I represents the best

estimates of thekeff values. Using these definitions,
Eq. ~32! can be rewritten as

y 5 d 1 Sk z . ~35!

The measuredkeff valuesm and the measured~or
evaluated from measurements! parameter valuesa both
have their corresponding uncertainties. The best evalu-
ated parametersa ' and the best evaluatedkeff valuesm'
will be those values that are consistent with each other,
namely,m '5 k ~a ' !. Additionally,m' anda ' are consis-
tent with their estimated values and uncertainties in that
they do not deviate from the stated values ofm anda by
more than the respectively stated uncertainties.

The GLLSM procedure involves minimizing the qua-
dratic loss function

Q~z,y! 5 ~y,z!†SCmm Cma

Cam Caa
D21

~y,z! , ~36!

where~y,z!† [ ~ y1, y2, . . . ,yI , z1, z2, . . . ,zM !, subject to
the constraint expressed by Eq.~35!. Adopting the pro-
cedure of Ref. 16, the foregoing conditional minimum
formulation is equivalent to unconditionally minimizing
the functionR~z,y!, where

R~z,y! 5 Q~z,y! 1 2l†~Sk z 2 y! ~37!
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andl is an i -dimensional vector of Lagrange multipli-
ers. Thusz andy satisfy the equation

]R~z,y!

]z
5

]R~z,y!

]y
5 0 . ~38!

Solving the resulting equations forz andy, one obtains

z 5 ~Cam 2 Caa Sk
†!Cdd

21d

and

y 5 ~Cmm 2 Cma Sk
†!Cdd

21d , ~39!

where theI 3 I matrix Cdd
21 is the inverse ofCdd in

Eq. ~34!.
A few observations are due here:

1. If the a ' values obtained in Eq.~39! are substi-
tuted ink ~a!, using the linearity assumption of Eq.~32!,
thenm' 5 k ~a ' ! is satisfied.

2. Moreover, not only are the new0best estimates of
the cross sections and of thekeff values consistent, but
their uncertainties are reduced as well.

These reduced relative uncertainties are given by

Cm'm' 5 Cmm 2 Cyy

and

Ca 'a ' 5 Caa 2 Czz , ~40!

where

Cyy 5 ~Cmm 2 Cma Sk
†!Cdd

21~Cmm 2 Sk Cam !

and

Czz 5 ~Cam 2 Caa Sk
†!Cdd

21~Cma 2 Sk Caa ! . ~41!

This suggests that any criticality application that is
similar to the selected benchmarks should be calculated
using the modified cross sections and thus have a re-
duced uncertainty. However, even when maintaining con-
ventional criticality estimates using established cross
sections and trend curves, the GLLSM approach can be
beneficial, as will be demonstrated in Sec. VI.B.

In summary, the GLLSM procedure as applied to the
validation of cross-section libraries and codes for criti-
cality safety applications is designed to predict the data
relative changesz such that the differences between mea-
sured and calculatedkeff values~i.e., y! are minimized.
Thesekeff differences are the trends observed in the tra-
ditional criticality safety trending analyses. Removal of
these trends and the identification of the data responsible
for them are keys to the application of GLLSM tech-
niques to criticality safety data validation.

VI.B. Application of GLLSM
to Data Validation

The solution of Eq.~39! allows evaluation of thez
andy quantities in Eq.~35!. Of particular interest is the
quantityd, whose elements are defined in Eq.~33!. This
quantity is the relative calculated-versus-measured dis-
crepancy inkeff as determined from the as-specified
experimental benchmark description and given cross sec-
tions. For a criticality safety application for which the
computational bias must be assessed, the single mea-
sured valuema associated with the calculated value of
keff, ka~a!, does not exist. Rewriting Eq.~35! for the
application and substituting the value ofma

' for ma, thus
using the best estimate of the measured values, we obtain

ka~a ' ! 2 ma
'

ka~a!
5

ka~a! 2 ma
'

ka~a!
1 Saz , ~42!

whereSa is anM-dimensional row vector of the calcu-
lated sensitivities for the design application. The GLLSM
theory predicts that if a sufficient number of experiments
are similar to the application of interest, the calculated
value ofkeff, using the best adjusted cross sectionsa ' ,
will indeed approach the valuema

' ; thus,ka~a ' ! 2 ma
' 5

0, and Eq.~42! yields the predicted value of the applica-
tion bias

ba 5 ka~a! 2 ma
' , ~43!

which is also obtained when using the standard and ad-
justed cross section as

ba > 2ka~a!{Saz , ~44!

wherez is obtained in Eq.~39! using all similar bench-
mark criticality measurements.

The uncertainty in the adjusted value ofkeff, ka~a ' !,
is obtained by propagating the adjusted cross-section–
covariance matrixCa 'a ' defined in Eq.~40! to the uncer-
tainty in keff as

Ck 'k ' 5 Sk Ca 'a 'Sk
† . ~45!

The definitions of a similar and sufficient number of
experiments necessary for accurate convergence of the
methodology are determined by tests using actual bench-
mark experiments and are discussed in Sec. VIII.

VII. TRENDING ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

Some illustrative applications of the techniques out-
lined in this paper are given below. The sensitivity data
for each of the systems included in this analysis were
generated using the TSUNAMI-1D~formerly SEN1!
~Ref. 5! or TSUNAMI-3D ~formerly SEN3! ~Ref. 6! sen-
sitivity analysis sequence within a prerelease of ver-
sion 5 of SCALE~Ref. 4!, SCALE 5. Thekeff value for
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each system was also generated with the criticality cal-
culation of the sensitivity analysis. The integral param-
etersck, Esum, T~ck!, and T~E! were generated using
the TSUNAMI-IP ~formerly CANDE! code within the
prerelease version of SCALE 5. The cross-section–
covariance data were obtained from the PUFF-II code.24

In all cases, the criticality and sensitivity calculations
were performed with the 44-energy-group neutron-cross-
section data library of SCALE, which is based on ENDF0
B-V data.

These example calculations correspond to the vali-
dation of criticality safety studies for facilities process-
ing uranium fuels with enrichments.5 wt% in 235U for
use in commercial power reactors. Currently, uranium
processing facilities are limited to enrichments at or be-
low 5 wt%, and much of the available benchmark exper-
iment data correspond to these lower enrichments.

The goal of these exercises is to estimate the bias
trends for ranges over which the criticality safety com-
putational studies are to be performed. For this example,
a hypothetical set of four systems that could be encoun-
tered in the design of a uranium processing facility was
conceived. Each design system consists of critical bare
spheres of UO2 fuel enriched to 11 wt% in235U with
H0X values varying from 0 to 500. The 11 wt% enrich-
ment was chosen so the entire range of moderation con-
ditions, including dry, could be studied in a critical
configuration. The H0X values, critical radii, and com-
puted EALF values for these four sample design systems
are presented in Table I. Data validations for these sys-
tems were performed using traditional trending analy-
ses, trending analyses with the S0U integral indicesEsum

andck, and the GLLSM approach. Advantages and dis-
advantages of each approach are explored, and guidance
for the general use of these techniques is developed.

VII.A. Description of Benchmark Systems

A suite of 100 available benchmark experiments was
prepared for this study. These experiments were selected

to represent a wide range of uranium-fueled systems such
that the capabilities of S0U methods could be demon-
strated. This experiment suite, which is further docu-
mented in Ref. 16, is summarized in Table II of this
paper. The first 12 experiments in Table II are low-
enrichment uranium oxide or fluoride systems with 2 to
5 wt% uranium fuel and paraffin or stereotex modera-
tors. Fifteen experiments~13 through 17; 28 through 32;
44, 45, and 46; and 49 and 50 in Table II! were devel-
oped by the Cross-Section Evaluation Working Group as
data-testing benchmarks and cover a full range of enrich-
ments from;1 to 93 wt%, dry to fully moderated. Eleven
experiments~33 through 43! are Physical Constants Test-
ing Reactor~PCTR! infinite multiplication factork`
experiments on 2 wt% enriched uranium fuel. Eight ex-
periments~20 through 27! are high-enrichment uranium
~HEU! metal experiments~HEUMET!, and eight exper-
iments~57 through 64! are low-H0X Rocky Flats exper-
iments ~RF! with uranium enrichments of 4.5 wt%.
Thirty-six experiments~65 through 100!, obtained from
the IHECSBE, were performed in Russia with various
configurations of solution tanks and fuel rod arrays with
235U enrichments ranging from 5 to 89 wt%. An addi-
tional ten various experiments~18 and 19, 47 and 48,
and 51 through 56! include HISS, UH3, and LXX con-
figurations described in Ref. 16.

For this demonstration analysis, the SEN1 code was
used to calculate the criticality and sensitivity data of
systems for which reliable one-dimensional~1-D! mod-
els were available. TSUNAMI-3D was used to calculate
the data for more complex systems, which required Monte
Carlo analysis. One exception is the ICT series of hex-
agonally pitched arrays. In this case, the CSAS26 analy-
sis sequence of SCALE using the KENO-VI Monte Carlo
code was used to generate the criticality data based on a
three-dimensional model, and the SEN1 sequence was
used to generate the sensitivity data based on a 1-D sys-
tem model.

VII.B. Traditional Trending Analysis

In order to clearly show the relationship between the
S0U techniques and the traditional techniques for criti-
cality safety validations, a traditional trending analysis
of the four U~11!O2 design systems was performed based
on the 100 benchmark experiments. For this analysis the
USLSTATS computer program2 was applied to compute
the USL1 and USL2, defined in Eqs.~3! and~4!, in order
to determine the limiting values ofkeff as a function of
EALF and H0X for the selected suite of benchmark ex-
periments. The trending ofkeff as a function of EALF is
shown in Fig. 3, and the trending ofkeff as a function of
H0X is shown in Fig. 4. The area of applicability of the
chosen experiments includes EALF values from 0.0295
to 904 000 eV and H0X ratios from 0 to 1840, as shown
in Table II. Since the U~11!O2 design systems have EALF
values of 0.04571 to 165 700 eV and H0X ratios of 0 to

TABLE I

Specifications for Example Applications
Consisting of Bare U~11!O2 Spheres

H0X

Critical
Radius
~cm!

EALF
~eV!

Uncertainty in
Calculatedkeff due
to Cross-Section

Data Uncertainties
~% standard deviation!

0 50.55 165 700 1.8659
3 40.00 7 813 1.8634

40 22.34 2.269 1.3566
500 21.42 0.04571 0.9328
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TABLE II

Specifications of 100 Benchmark Experiments Selected for Example Validation Study

System
Number Identifier Codea

Calculated
keff 6 s
~standard

deviation of
Monte Carlo!

Uncertainty in
Calculated
keff due to

Cross-Section
Data

Uncertainties
~% standard
deviation!

Measured
keff

Value

Reported
Uncertainty in
Measuredkeff

~% standard
deviation!

~Measured0
Calculated! 2 1

~%! EALF H0X

1 U~2!F4 - 195 1 1.0022 1.16 1.0000 0.5 20.65 2.37E201b 195
2 U~2!F4 - 294 1 1.0038 1.05 1.0000 0.4 20.79 1.32E201 294
3 U~2!F4 - 406 1 1.0010 0.98 1.0000 0.5 20.49 9.15E202 406
4 U~2!F4 - 496 1 0.9991 0.95 1.0000 0.4 20.29 7.57E202 496
5 U~2!F4 - 614 1 0.9984 0.91 1.0000 0.4 20.20 6.36E202 614
6 U~2!F4 - 972 1 0.9926 0.86 1.0000 0.5 0.46 4.75E202 972
7 U~5!3O8 - 147 1 0.9973 1.07 1.0000 0.4 0.36 2.05E201 147
8 U~5!3O8 - 245 1 0.9844 0.99 1.0000 0.4 1.63 1.00E201 245
9 U~5!3O8 - 320 1 1.0079 0.95 1.0000 0.4 20.76 7.49E202 320

10 U~5!3O8 - 396 1 1.0021 0.92 1.0000 0.3 20.21 6.26E202 396
11 U~5!3O8 - 503 1 1.0012 0.90 1.0000 0.3 20.13 5.26E202 503
12 U~5!3O8 - 757 1 1.0035 0.86 1.0000 0.3 20.38 4.21E202 757
13 Godiva 1 1.0014 1.61 1.0000 0.1 20.41 9.04E105 0
14 Bapl-1 1 1.0003 0.96 1.0000 NR 20.17 2.03E201 306
15 Bapl-2 1 0.9999 0.91 1.0000 NR 20.16 1.53E201 382
16 Bapl-3 1 0.9998 0.85 1.0000 NR 20.23 1.13E201 515
17 Big-10 1 1.0168 2.05 1.0000 0.3 21.70 4.80E105 0
18 HISS~HUG! 1 1.0120 2.07 1.0000 0.4 21.18 1.47E102 0
19 U~98! H2O refl. 1 0.9999 1.38 1.0000 0.5 0.14 2.80E104 0
20 HEUMET A 1 0.9899 1.62 1.0000 0.5 1.21 8.79E105 0
21 HEUMET B 1 0.9877 1.61 1.0000 0.5 1.37 8.75E105 0
22 HEUMET C 1 0.9917 1.59 1.0000 0.5 0.90 8.68E105 0
23 HEUMET D 1 0.9899 1.57 1.0000 0.3 1.04 8.62E105 0
24 HEUMET E 1 0.9955 1.59 1.0000 0.3 0.45 8.45E105 0
25 HEUMET F 1 0.9965 1.58 1.0000 0.3 0.34 8.36E105 0
26 HEUMET G 1 0.9987 1.57 1.0000 0.3 0.12 8.13E105 0
27 HEUMET H 1 1.0227 2.36 1.0000 0.5 20.48 7.08E105 0
28 ORNL-1 1 0.9984 0.83 1.0000 0.3 0.10 3.09E202 1378
29 ORNL-2 1 0.9982 0.82 1.0000 0.3 0.13 3.23E202 1177
30 ORNL-3 1 0.9952 0.81 1.0000 0.3 0.43 3.37E202 1033
31 ORNL-4 1 0.9966 0.81 1.0000 0.3 0.29 3.44E202 972
32 ORNL-10 1 0.9986 0.80 1.0000 0.3 0.09 2.95E202 1835
33 PCTR 3.73 1 1.0332 1.16 1.0310 0.6 20.31 2.30E201 322
34 PCTR 3.78 1 1.0089 1.17 1.0050 0.6 20.49 2.24E201 353
35 PCTR 3.83 1 0.9887 1.16 0.9860 0.6 20.37 2.20E201 381
36 PCTR 5.84 1 1.0088 1.03 1.0050 0.6 20.47 1.23E201 545
37 PCTR 5.99 1 1.0361 1.03 1.0310 0.6 20.58 1.19E201 518
38 PCTR 6.23 1 0.9820 1.02 0.9860 0.6 0.32 1.15E201 619
39 PCTR 6.9 1 1.0284 1.00 1.0300 0.6 0.07 1.02E201 619
40 PCTR 6.95 1 0.9742 1.00 0.9740 0.6 20.10 1.02E201 596
41 PCTR 7.14 1 0.9962 0.99 0.9920 0.6 20.51 9.86E202 667
42 PCTR 7.52 1 0.9670 0.98 0.9600 0.6 20.80 9.43E202 748
43 PCTR 7.52a 1 1.0217 0.98 1.0190 0.6 20.34 9.33E202 650
44 ZPR 3011 1 1.0188 1.90 1.0000 0.3 21.97 4.53E105 0
45 ZPR 3012 1 1.0123 1.56 1.0000 0.2 21.36 3.01E105 0
46 ZPR 606a 1 1.0224 1.79 1.0000 0.1 22.41 6.86E104 0
47 UH3 NI 1 1.0201 2.29 1.0000 NR 21.07 2.35E103 0
48 UH3 UR 1 1.0030 1.56 1.0000 NR 20.71 1.09E104 0
49 TRX-1 1 0.9928 0.93 1.0000 NR 0.53 3.25E201 251
50 TRX-2 1 0.9960 0.82 1.0000 NR 0.25 1.65E201 429
51 ORNL L7 1 1.0058 1.11 1.0000 NR 20.53 1.58E201 76
52 ORNL L8 1 1.0058 0.85 1.0004 NR 20.63 3.21E202 1110
53 ORNL L9 1 1.0029 0.83 1.0000 NR 20.34 3.08E202 1390
54 ORNL L10 1 1.0033 1.04 1.0000 NR 20.29 8.90E202 126

~Continued!
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500, complete coverage for the use of traditional trend-
ing techniques is demonstrated. The predicted bias; un-
certainty in the bias,W in Eq. ~3!; and the USL1 values
for the four design systems are given in Table III. The

predictions from this analysis are a positive bias of 0.15
to 0.37%. The limiting USL1 value, which treats a posi-
tive bias as a bias of zero, is 0.9370, based on the H0X
trending results.

TABLE II ~Continued!

System
Number Identifier Codea

Calculated
keff 6 s
~standard

deviation of
Monte Carlo!

Uncertainty in
Calculated
keff due to

Cross-Section
Data

Uncertainties
~% standard
deviation!

Measured
keff

Value

Reported
Uncertainty in
Measuredkeff

~% standard
deviation!

~Measured0
Calculated! 2 1

~%! EALF H0X

55 ORNL L11 1 1.0011 0.83 0.9999 NR 20.16 3.09E202 1270
56 SHEBA 3 1.00256 0.0004 0.92 1.0000 NR 20.88 6.17E202 405
57 RF 0.77 A 3 0.99866 0.0007 1.33 1.0000 0.1 20.37 4.93E102 17
58 RF 0.77 B 3 1.00756 0.0007 1.05 1.0000 0.1 21.15 4.04E100 17
59 RF 0.77 C 3 1.00356 0.0006 0.86 1.0000 0.1 20.61 2.14E100 17
60 RF 0.77 D 3 1.01256 0.0006 1.08 1.0000 0.1 21.06 5.72E100 17
61 RF 2.03 A 3 1.00656 0.0004 1.03 1.0000 0.1 20.62 6.98E201 70.7
62 RF 2.03 B 3 1.00866 0.0004 0.88 1.0000 0.1 21.04 3.20E201 120.1
63 RF 2.03 C 3 1.00526 0.0006 1.16 1.0000 0.1 20.65 4.02E100 45
64 RF 2.03 D 3 0.99866 0.0005 1.18 1.0000 0.1 20.01 3.68E100 45
65 HST29-1 3 1.00546 0.0005 1.02 1.0000 0.7 20.32 1.54E201 92
66 HST29-2 3 1.00796 0.0005 0.99 1.0000 0.6 20.62 1.53E201 92
67 HST29-3 3 1.00196 0.0005 0.98 1.0000 0.7 20.02 1.55E201 92
68 HST29-4 3 0.99916 0.0004 0.96 1.0000 0.7 0.36 1.62E201 92
69 HST29-5 3 1.00346 0.0004 0.97 1.0000 0.7 20.15 1.65E201 92
70 HST29-6 3 1.00506 0.0005 0.99 1.0000 0.7 20.50 1.65E201 92
71 HST29-7 3 1.00496 0.0005 1.01 1.0000 0.6 20.31 1.64E201 92
72 HST30-1 3 1.00036 0.0005 0.93 1.0000 0.4 20.02 4.54E202 375
73 HST30-2 3 1.00106 0.0005 0.88 1.0000 0.3 20.06 4.61E202 375
74 HST30-3 3 0.99916 0.0004 0.86 1.0000 0.3 0.05 4.64E202 375
75 HST30-4 3 1.00636 0.0005 1.19 1.0000 0.6 20.46 1.54E201 92
76 HST30-5 3 1.00316 0.0005 1.02 1.0000 0.6 20.06 1.56E201 92
77 HST30-6 3 1.00486 0.0005 1.00 1.0000 0.6 20.24 1.56E201 92
78 HST30-7 3 1.00386 0.0004 0.97 1.0000 0.6 20.07 1.61E201 92
79 HST31-1 3 1.00366 0.0005 0.99 1.0000 0.5 20.12 1.59E201 92
80 HST31-2 3 1.00516 0.0005 0.94 1.0000 0.6 20.35 1.70E201 92
81 HST31-3 3 1.00296 0.0005 0.98 1.0000 0.6 20.27 1.64E201 92
82 HST31-4 3 1.00156 0.0004 0.96 1.0000 0.7 0.00 1.84E201 92
83 ICT02-1 6 0.99446 0.0011 0.84 1.0000 0.4 0.56 8.17E202 628
84 ICT02-2 6 0.99276 0.0012 0.88 1.0000 0.4 0.74 1.23E201 628
85 ICT02-3 6 0.99976 0.0012 0.81 1.0000 0.4 0.03 9.34E202 611
86 ICT02-4 6 0.99536 0.0012 0.82 1.0000 0.4 0.47 1.24E201 611
87 ICT02-5 6 0.99276 0.0013 0.81 1.0000 0.4 0.74 9.31E202 562
88 ICT02-6 6 0.99156 0.0012 0.82 1.0000 0.4 0.86 1.23E201 562
89 LCT32-1 3 1.00296 0.0004 1.04 1.0000 0.4 0.23 7.00E201 50
90 LCT32-2 3 1.00336 0.0004 1.16 1.0000 0.4 0.89 9.28E201 50
91 LCT32-3 3 1.00326 0.0004 1.16 1.0000 0.4 1.20 1.34E100 50
92 LCT32-4 3 1.00826 0.0004 0.85 1.0000 0.4 20.94 6.85E202 340
93 LCT32-5 3 1.00276 0.0004 0.86 1.0000 0.3 0.23 1.03E201 340
94 LCT32-6 3 1.00376 0.0004 0.87 1.0000 0.3 0.18 1.21E201 340
95 LCT32-7 3 1.00966 0.0003 0.81 1.0000 0.5 20.78 5.35E202 629
96 LCT32-8 3 1.01056 0.0004 0.82 1.0000 0.4 20.20 7.83E202 629
97 LCT32-9 3 1.01016 0.0004 0.83 1.0000 0.4 20.26 9.08E202 629
98 LST05-1 3 0.99806 0.0003 0.90 1.0000 0.4 0.12 3.87E202 973
99 LST05-2 3 0.99846 0.0003 0.90 1.0000 0.5 0.11 3.88E202 973

100 LST05-3 3 0.99826 0.0003 0.89 1.0000 0.6 0.11 3.90E202 973

a1: TSUNAMI-1D used to calculate all data, 3: TSUNAMI-3D used to calculate all data, 6: CSAS26 used to calculatekeff data, and
TSUNAMI-1D used to calculate sensitivity data.

bRead as 2.373 1021.
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VII.C. Trending Analysis with Integral
Parameter Techniques

In this section, trending analyses using the same set
of 100 benchmarks as was used in the traditional analy-
ses are performed using theEsum andck coefficients as
the trending parameters. Even though it is possible to
perform the trending on each of theE coefficients inde-
pendently, it was decided to trendkeff versus the sum of
these coefficients~i.e.,Esum5 Ec 1 Ef 1 Es!. This com-
bination reduces the number of trend plots to be exam-
ined and provides a comprehensive measure of system
similarity. Consistent with traditional trending analysis,
the S0U trending analyses presented in this section were
performed with the USLSTATS computer program. In
place of the traditional trending parameters, the values

of Esumandck for the specific application analyzed were
input to the program. The bias and its uncertainty were
assessed at anEsum or ck value of 1.0, which by defini-
tion of these indices corresponds to the design system.
The trending methodology described in Sec. V was fol-
lowed with the administrative margin set at 5%.

Prior to the trending analysis, a full set of sensitivity
coefficients, detailing the groupwise sensitivity ofkeff

to each nuclide-reaction pair, was generated for each
of the design systems and for each of the 100 experi-
mental benchmarks. These data were then utilized in
the TSUNAMI-IP code to generate the integral param-
etersEsum and ck, demonstrating the similarity of each
benchmark experiment to each design system. The stan-
dard deviations in the calculated values ofkeff due to
evaluated uncertainties in the cross-section data were

Fig. 3. Trend plot ofkeff versus EALF for 100 benchmark
experiments.

TABLE III

Comparison of Predicted U~11!O2 Dk Bias, Uncertainty in the Bias, and USL1 for Various Procedures

H0X 5 0 H0X 5 3 H0X 5 40 H0X 5 500

Procedure
b

~%!
Db
~%! USL1

b
~%!

Db
~%! USL1

b
~%!

Db
~%! USL1

b
~%!

Db
~%! USL1

EALF 0.18 1.30 0.9370 0.24 1.30 0.9370 0.24 1.30 0.9370 0.24 1.30 0.9370
H0X 0.37 1.30 0.9370 0.37 1.30 0.9370 0.35 1.30 0.9370 0.15 1.30 0.9370
Esum 0.70 1.29 0.9371 1.16 1.27 0.9359 0.22 1.26 0.9374 0.13 1.24 0.9376
ck 0.76 1.29 0.9371 0.90 1.27 0.9360 0.17 1.30 0.9373 0.16 1.24 0.9376
GLLSM 2.49 0.31 1.39 0.25 0.74 0.13 0.21 0.11

Fig. 4. Trend plot ofkeff versus H0X for 100 benchmark
experiments.
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also computed and are presented in Table I for the
U~11!O2 systems and in Table II for the experimental
benchmarks. The uncertainties for the U~11!O2 systems
range from 0.85 to 1.87%, and the uncertainties for the
benchmark experiments range from 0.80 to 2.36%. The
highest uncertainties correspond to the lowest H0X val-
ues because a harder neutron spectrum enhances the sen-
sitivity to the higher-energy cross sections, which typically
have higher uncertainties than the thermal values.

Where the ranges of the EALF and H0X values for
the benchmark experiments were used to demonstrate
that the U~11!O2 design systems fell within the area of
applicability of the suite of experiments for traditional
validation techniques, theEsumandck values are used to
assess the applicability of each experiment to each de-
sign system. TheEsum and ck values for four U~11!O2
systems are presented in Table IV.

The trend plot ofkeff versusEsum is given in Fig. 5
for the U~11!O2 design system with H0X 5 3. The bias
and uncertainty in the bias is obtained from integral in-
dex trending by extrapolating the trending parameter to
a value of 1.0. The slope of the trend curve is of second-
ary importance. The items of primary importance are the
number of systems with highEsumandck values and the
value of the predictedDk bias and uncertainty in the bias
whereEsum51.0. The results from this trending analysis
are shown in Table III. Figure 5 shows that few systems
exhibit high Esum values. Only 15 systems haveEsum

values exceeding 0.5, and only one exceeds 0.8. A cutoff
value forEsum andck that can be used to determine ap-
plicability will be addressed later in this paper.

The trend plot ofkeff versusck for the U~11!O2 sys-
tem with H0X 5 0 is shown in Fig. 6. This trend plot is
interesting when compared with the traditional trend plot
of keff versus EALF, shown in Fig. 3. The three data
points in the upper-right portion of Fig. 6 correspond to
three data points distributed across the top-middle por-
tion of Fig. 3. The three corresponding systems are en-
tries 44, 45, and 46 in Table II, the ZPR experiments.
Each of these systems exhibits ack value in excess of 0.9
with this design system. As shown in Table III, theDk
biasb with the EALF trending is;0.18%. This bias is
relatively small because the overprediction ofkeff for
these four systems is counteracted by the underpredic-
tion of keff for entries 20 through 26 in Table II, six of the
seven HEUMET experiments considered, which all have
very similar values of EALF. However, the trending of
keff with ck, shown in Fig. 6, results in aDk bias of
0.76%. The higher bias is caused by the lack of similar-
ity between the U~11!O2 H0X 5 0 design system and
the HEUMET systems. With this design system, these
HEUMET systems haveck values of;0.4 to 0.6, indi-
cating only minor correlations with the U~11!O2 H0X 5
0 system.

This example shows the potential improvement from
the use of a traditional trending analysis with these new
integral indices since trends can be observed as a func-
tion of systems that are expressly determined to be
similar. The preceding analyses demonstrate that the tra-
ditional parameters can erroneously indicate that sys-
tems should be considered similar, where they are indeed
different. Thus, using traditional techniques, it is necessary

Fig. 5. Trend plot ofkeff versusEsumfor U~11!O2 system
with H0X 5 3 for 100 benchmark experiments.

Fig. 6. Trend plot ofkeff versusck for U~11!O2 system
with H0X 5 0 for 100 benchmark experiments.
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TABLE IV

Integral Parameters for 100 Benchmark Experiments in Relation to Selected U~11!O2 Design Systems

ck Esum

System
Number Identifier H0X 5 0 H0X 5 3 H0X 5 40 H0X 5 500 H0X 5 0 H0X 5 3 H0X 5 40 H0X 5 500

1 U~2!F4 - 195 0.3045 0.5604 0.8025 0.7063 0.0908 0.3220 0.8130 0.7840
2 U~2!F4 - 294 0.2558 0.4987 0.7897 0.7802 0.0614 0.2526 0.7878 0.8588
3 U~2!F4 - 406 0.2296 0.4555 0.7695 0.8272 0.0445 0.2048 0.7532 0.9043
4 U~2!F4 - 496 0.2193 0.4325 0.7529 0.8489 0.0363 0.1777 0.7239 0.9255
5 U~2!F4 - 614 0.2135 0.4117 0.7314 0.8637 0.0292 0.1500 0.6844 0.9423
6 U~2!F4 - 972 0.2138 0.3765 0.6700 0.8604 0.0180 0.0961 0.5683 0.9563
7 U~5!3O8 - 147 0.1990 0.5085 0.9084 0.8648 0.0879 0.3767 0.9214 0.8937
8 U~5!3O8 - 245 0.1570 0.4171 0.8428 0.9360 0.0522 0.2848 0.8645 0.9449
9 U~5!3O8 - 320 0.1508 0.3852 0.8070 0.9552 0.0386 0.2370 0.8231 0.9621

10 U~5!3O8 - 396 0.1393 0.3465 0.7627 0.9674 0.0306 0.2046 0.7864 0.9723
11 U~5!3O8 - 503 0.1375 0.3290 0.7392 0.9738 0.0232 0.1716 0.7421 0.9798
12 U~5!3O8 - 757 0.1401 0.3010 0.6862 0.9679 0.0142 0.1184 0.6456 0.9825
13 Godiva 0.4642 0.3734 0.1905 0.1091 0.5304 0.3570 0.0970 0.0058
14 Bapl-1 0.3232 0.5349 0.7633 0.7556 0.0817 0.2500 0.7493 0.8571
15 Bapl-2 0.2923 0.4959 0.7539 0.7991 0.0665 0.2120 0.7189 0.8893
16 Bapl-3 0.2627 0.4467 0.7237 0.8368 0.0500 0.1648 0.6617 0.9187
17 Big-10 0.9043 0.6047 0.0512 0.0008 0.8913 0.5329 0.1181 0.0074
18 HISS~HUG! 0.4663 0.7897 0.6505 0.2631 0.1692 0.5605 0.3747 0.0385
19 U~98! H2O refl. 0.4960 0.4658 0.3240 0.2421 0.5259 0.4380 0.3929 0.2415
20 HEUMET A 0.4022 0.3695 0.2580 0.1141 0.5995 0.4120 0.1374 0.0091
21 HEUMET B 0.4208 0.3843 0.2619 0.1124 0.6210 0.4243 0.1383 0.0092
22 HEUMET C 0.4431 0.3995 0.2612 0.1110 0.6355 0.4318 0.1360 0.0091
23 HEUMET D 0.4613 0.4105 0.2574 0.1096 0.6430 0.4344 0.1300 0.0087
24 HEUMET E 0.5215 0.4488 0.2657 0.1079 0.6698 0.4423 0.1393 0.0097
25 HEUMET F 0.5347 0.4571 0.2654 0.1077 0.6750 0.4448 0.1395 0.0097
26 HEUMET G 0.5562 0.4704 0.2650 0.1076 0.6829 0.4488 0.1400 0.0097
27 HEUMET H 0.3351 0.2756 0.1491 0.0941 0.5431 0.3459 0.0742 0.0048
28 ORNL-1 0.0868 0.1594 0.5058 0.9214 0.0068 0.0515 0.4311 0.9537
29 ORNL-2 0.0910 0.1684 0.5183 0.9272 0.0074 0.0554 0.4554 0.9571
30 ORNL-3 0.0949 0.1765 0.5284 0.9305 0.0079 0.0584 0.4709 0.9534
31 ORNL-4 0.0967 0.1805 0.5332 0.9317 0.0082 0.0598 0.4768 0.9504
32 ORNL-10 0.1099 0.1710 0.4591 0.8454 0.0032 0.0216 0.3144 0.9375
33 PCTR 3.73 0.3583 0.4525 0.5050 0.5621 0.0838 0.2475 0.6538 0.7177
34 PCTR 3.78 0.3912 0.5584 0.6585 0.6013 0.0823 0.2434 0.6581 0.7328
35 PCTR 3.83 0.3907 0.5554 0.6538 0.6002 0.0800 0.2359 0.6497 0.7372
36 PCTR 5.84 0.3441 0.5026 0.6458 0.6658 0.0549 0.1777 0.6063 0.7982
37 PCTR 5.99 0.3451 0.5181 0.6750 0.6768 0.0545 0.1795 0.6130 0.7998
38 PCTR 6.23 0.3409 0.5029 0.6531 0.6737 0.0509 0.1657 0.5915 0.8086
39 PCTR 6.9 0.3318 0.5019 0.6709 0.6955 0.0476 0.1611 0.5942 0.8194
40 PCTR 6.95 0.3307 0.4910 0.6509 0.6881 0.0459 0.1524 0.5770 0.8231
41 PCTR 7.14 0.3267 0.4861 0.6498 0.6939 0.0453 0.1525 0.5801 0.8255
42 PCTR 7.52 0.3235 0.4824 0.6488 0.6979 0.0426 0.1434 0.5662 0.8330
43 PCTR 7.52a 0.3240 0.4923 0.6681 0.7062 0.0438 0.1507 0.5823 0.8307
44 ZPR 3011 0.9218 0.6379 0.0933 0.0217 0.8942 0.5371 0.1195 0.0073
45 ZPR 3012 0.9370 0.7712 0.2751 0.0974 0.9213 0.6020 0.1511 0.0099
46 ZPR 606a 0.9003 0.8867 0.4517 0.1978 0.9197 0.7450 0.2450 0.0264
47 UH3 NI 0.3643 0.5737 0.5378 0.2848 0.3994 0.6563 0.5444 0.3314
48 UH3 UR 0.5851 0.8324 0.7189 0.3303 0.5828 0.8145 0.6276 0.3258
49 TRX-1 0.3346 0.5535 0.7802 0.7512 0.0966 0.2784 0.7763 0.8619
50 TRX-2 0.2619 0.4521 0.7346 0.8365 0.0588 0.1819 0.6830 0.9224
51 ORNL L7 0.1252 0.3470 0.7631 0.8882 0.0710 0.3698 0.8522 0.9418
52 ORNL L8 0.0741 0.1537 0.5275 0.9489 0.0096 0.0750 0.5026 0.9634
53 ORNL L9 0.0872 0.1595 0.5048 0.9203 0.0066 0.0505 0.4270 0.9530

~Continued!
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to produce a tailored set of benchmarks to trend against,
while S0U techniques can be used with large-multiple-
system-type benchmark datasets.

The trend plots for the remaining U~11!O2 systems
with H0X values of 3, 40, and 500 are presented in Figs. 7,

8, and 9, with the values of theb, Db, and USL1 pre-
sented in Table III. For the system with an H0X value of
3, the predicted biases are higher than those predicted by
the standard techniques. The specific reasons for these
differences were not explored in depth as with the H0X

TABLE IV ~Continued!

ck Esum

System
Number Identifier H0X 5 0 H0X 5 3 H0X 5 40 H0X 5 500 H0X 5 0 H0X 5 3 H0X 5 40 H0X 5 500

54 ORNL L10 0.0909 0.2684 0.6989 0.9345 0.0517 0.3052 0.8187 0.9615
55 ORNL L11 0.0825 0.1569 0.5108 0.9293 0.0078 0.0577 0.4481 0.9560
56 SHEBA 0.1536 0.3616 0.7689 0.9656 0.0357 0.2041 0.7913 0.9846
57 RF 0.77 A 0.6157 0.6126 0.4002 0.2205 0.6568 0.5641 0.3879 0.0924
58 RF 0.77 B 0.3485 0.6606 0.9388 0.7765 0.2010 0.5802 0.9553 0.8200
59 RF 0.77 C 0.3403 0.5844 0.8748 0.9030 0.1400 0.4129 0.8724 0.9414
60 RF 0.77 D 0.3788 0.7112 0.9614 0.7462 0.2372 0.6540 0.9745 0.7804
61 RF 2.03 A 0.3418 0.6622 0.9328 0.7541 0.1685 0.4936 0.9303 0.7880
62 RF 2.03 B 0.2882 0.5717 0.8948 0.8567 0.1206 0.3747 0.8702 0.8953
63 RF 2.03 C 0.5139 0.8106 0.9078 0.5918 0.3734 0.6766 0.9163 0.5844
64 RF 2.03 D 0.5000 0.8036 0.9118 0.5959 0.3496 0.6717 0.9266 0.5996
65 HST29-1 0.1230 0.3353 0.7547 0.9050 0.0509 0.3066 0.8495 0.9333
66 HST29-2 0.1480 0.3739 0.7799 0.8967 0.0510 0.3050 0.8541 0.9270
67 HST29-3 0.1530 0.3790 0.7808 0.8972 0.0504 0.2962 0.8491 0.9231
68 HST29-4 0.1701 0.4012 0.7918 0.8901 0.0525 0.2994 0.8476 0.9066
69 HST29-5 0.1695 0.4008 0.7925 0.8914 0.0556 0.3054 0.8527 0.9089
70 HST29-6 0.1626 0.3928 0.7901 0.8944 0.0584 0.3195 0.8634 0.9187
71 HST29-7 0.1541 0.3826 0.7858 0.8968 0.0594 0.3270 0.8689 0.9268
72 HST30-1 0.0688 0.1872 0.6057 0.9674 0.0226 0.1783 0.7261 0.9844
73 HST30-2 0.0869 0.2077 0.6148 0.9681 0.0189 0.1539 0.7049 0.9837
74 HST30-3 0.0939 0.2154 0.6160 0.9645 0.0161 0.1390 0.6883 0.9810
75 HST30-4 0.1543 0.4144 0.8129 0.8360 0.0564 0.3669 0.8688 0.8990
76 HST30-5 0.1443 0.3701 0.7796 0.8979 0.0563 0.3261 0.8660 0.9299
77 HST30-6 0.1485 0.3753 0.7817 0.8968 0.0542 0.3154 0.8607 0.9261
78 HST30-7 0.1634 0.3936 0.7897 0.8931 0.0538 0.3070 0.8549 0.9150
79 HST31-1 0.1537 0.3814 0.7833 0.8964 0.0526 0.3023 0.8531 0.9243
80 HST31-2 0.1840 0.4179 0.7947 0.8848 0.0500 0.2731 0.8262 0.8972
81 HST31-3 0.1608 0.3905 0.7878 0.8950 0.0548 0.3055 0.8530 0.9176
82 HST31-4 0.1867 0.4236 0.8005 0.8842 0.0595 0.2983 0.8387 0.8915
83 ICT02-1 0.1414 0.3072 0.6831 0.9430 0.0262 0.1393 0.6552 0.9646
84 ICT02-2 0.1366 0.3125 0.6968 0.9339 0.0327 0.1770 0.7426 0.9021
85 ICT02-3 0.1793 0.3541 0.6978 0.9205 0.0255 0.1225 0.6304 0.9577
86 ICT02-4 0.1809 0.3649 0.7148 0.9223 0.0288 0.1405 0.6857 0.9000
87 ICT02-5 0.1766 0.3515 0.6978 0.9227 0.0255 0.1233 0.6275 0.9545
88 ICT02-6 0.1782 0.3622 0.7145 0.9243 0.0287 0.1407 0.6789 0.8949
89 LCT32-1 0.2838 0.6259 0.9533 0.7899 0.1534 0.5033 0.9611 0.8358
90 LCT32-2 0.2691 0.5881 0.8740 0.7030 0.1571 0.5147 0.9538 0.7801
91 LCT32-3 0.3054 0.6446 0.9175 0.6993 0.1789 0.5558 0.9616 0.7331
92 LCT32-4 0.1090 0.2595 0.6593 0.9605 0.0301 0.1618 0.7010 0.9797
93 LCT32-5 0.1131 0.2732 0.6749 0.9568 0.0346 0.1844 0.7548 0.9218
94 LCT32-6 0.1170 0.2866 0.6911 0.9554 0.0377 0.1986 0.7776 0.8960
95 LCT32-7 0.1159 0.2263 0.5815 0.9288 0.0180 0.0938 0.5495 0.9652
96 LCT32-8 0.1120 0.2297 0.5963 0.9364 0.0209 0.1128 0.6226 0.9121
97 LCT32-9 0.1100 0.2343 0.6088 0.9418 0.0231 0.1261 0.6548 0.8861
98 LST05-1 0.1550 0.2775 0.5700 0.8232 0.0129 0.0766 0.5395 0.9741
99 LST05-2 0.1565 0.2787 0.5691 0.8211 0.0124 0.0741 0.5316 0.9716

100 LST05-3 0.1632 0.2834 0.5612 0.8039 0.0117 0.0699 0.5209 0.9669
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of 0 cases but are believed to be caused by the separation
of effects that tended to cancel each other in trending
with traditional parameters. In any case, it should be
noted that in this instance, experiments with higherck

values generally have calculatedkeff values that are$1.
The Dk biases predicted for the H0X 5 40 and H0X 5

500 systems with theck trending are consistent with those
predicted with traditional techniques since there are a
large number of experiments considered to be similar,
and no cancellation of effects is observed.

A comparison of theck versusEsum integral indices
for four selected U~11!O2 systems is shown in Fig. 10.
This plot demonstrates a general 1:1 correlation ofck

with Esum, with the exceptions of the design systems
with H0X 5 3 and H0X 5 500 for values ofck below 0.9.
For the H0X 5 3 systems, theEsumvalues are lower than
theck values. Further investigation revealed that this ef-
fect is caused by the intermediate-energy spectrum of
the U~11!O2 H0X 5 3 system. Few experiments exam-
ined here have similar energy spectra, leading to lower
Esumvalues. However, the cross-section–uncertainty data
in this energy range, particularly in the235U capture and
fission cross sections, increase the overall correlations in
the uncertainties for the various systems, and hence, the
ck values are large relative to theEsumvalues.

The opposite effect is seen for the H0X 5 500 sys-
tem. Here, theEsum values generally exceed theck val-
ues. In the H0X 5 500 design system, the importance of
the 1H scattering reaction, as assessed by the magnitude
of the energy-integrated sensitivity coefficients, exceeds
the importance of1H scattering in the H0X 5 3 system
by a factor of 5. The energy-integrated1H scattering
sensitivity coefficients are 0.5521 and 0.0995 for the
H0X 5 500 and H0X 5 3 systems, respectively. Addi-
tionally, the cross-section data for1H scattering is rela-
tively well known with small tabulated uncertainties.
Experiments with thermal energy spectra exhibit similar

Fig. 7. Trend plot ofkeff versusck for U~11!O2 system
with H0X 5 3 for 100 benchmark experiments.

Fig. 8. Trend plot ofkeff versusck for U~11!O2 system
with H0X 5 40 for 100 benchmark experiments.

Fig. 9. Trend plot ofkeff versusck for U~11!O2 system
with H0X 5 500 for 100 benchmark experiments.
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sensitivities to1H scattering as the H0X 5 500 design
system. These similarities in an important nuclide-
reaction pair can lead to high-valuedEsum parameters.
However, the small-valued uncertainty data minimize
the impact of the similar sensitivity coefficients in the
calculation ofck. Although the experiments do indeed
provide excellent coverage for1H scattering for this sys-
tem, a nuclide-reaction pair with small cross-section-
data uncertainties is not believed to make a significant
contribution to the computational bias. Thus, the re-
duced value ofck, relative toEsum, indicates that other
important nuclide-reaction pairs with higher cross-
section–data uncertainties may not be covered as well
by the experiments.

As a comparison of the use ofck or Esum for estab-
lishing applicability of experiments for use in code val-

idation calculations, the numbers of systems exceeding a
value of 0.8 forck and Esum is shown in Table V. The
choice of 0.8 is somewhat arbitrary, but ack value of 0.8
represents that 80% of the variance, due to data uncer-
tainties, in the design system is shared by the experimen-
tal benchmark. AnEsumvalue of 0.8 represents that 80%
of the sensitivity ofkeff to its constituent cross-section
data is common to the two systems.

Table V also contains the number of systems with
T~E! . 0.95 for the major nuclide-reaction pairs for
each of these four application areas. The 0.95 criterion
indicates similarity between the energy-dependent sen-
sitivity of keff to a particular nuclide-reaction pair in the
benchmark system and the design system. The use of
T~E! allows the determination of reaction-specific ap-
plicability of the benchmark. The acceptance criterion of

Fig. 10. Esumversusck values for four U~11!O2 applications: H0X 5 0, 3, 40, and 500.
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0.95 is preliminary and based only on heuristic argu-
ments. However, a comparison of the global acceptance
criteria and the reaction-specific criteria is interesting.

The global similarity criteria require the major sen-
sitivity components of each system pair to match; how-
ever, the reaction-specific criteria require only the
individual cross-section processes to match. The reaction-
specific tests do not consider whether or not the process
is important in the system, only that the sensitivity of the
benchmark to the selected process is greater than that for
the design system. The numbers of systems, shown in
Table V, meeting the reaction-specific criterion for the
nuclide-reaction pairs with the highest sensitivities are
generally less than the numbers meeting the global-
based criteria. This discrepancy in the numbers of sys-
tems meeting each criterion indicates thatT~E! . 0.95
is a more stringent criterion than theEsum. 0.80 crite-
rion. Preliminary work has suggested that a criterion of
T~E! . 0.90 might be more appropriate. Further work is
required for the establishment of better guidance on ap-
propriate limits for these integral indices.

VII.D. GLLSM Analysis

The GLLSM procedure was applied to determine
the computational bias and its uncertainty for the U~11!O2
systems in reference to the same set of 100 benchmark
experiments used in the previous trending analyses. For
this analysis, the data input to GLLSM included the
sensitivity data and computed value ofkeff for each bench-
mark experiment and each design system, the experimen-
tally measured value ofkeff and its reported uncertainty
for each benchmark experiment, and the cross-section–
covariance data. For experiments without reported ex-
perimental uncertainties, a uniform value of 0.3% was
used. The GLLSM procedure allows for the use of cor-
related uncertainties within the experimental data. How-
ever, this option was not used in this analysis. Although
this option is not used in the current analysis, an exam-

ple application of thex2-consistency indicator is pre-
sented in Ref. 25.

The GLLSM procedure produced an adjusted set of
cross-section data to minimize the difference between
the measured and computed values ofkeff. The effect of
the data adjustment on the computed value ofkeff for
each design system was realized by propagating the ad-
justment tokeff via the sensitivity coefficients. The dif-
ference between the computedkeff value of the design
system with the standard data and with adjusted cross
sections represents the computational bias. The pre-
dicted computational biasb and the uncertainty inkeff

are shown in TABLE III. Here, the uncertainty is not in
the bias and does not represent a confidence band as is
presented for the other procedures. Rather, for each de-
sign system, the value presented asDb is the uncertainty
in the computedkeff ~percent standard deviation!, due to
cross-section data uncertainties, for the adjusted set of
cross-section data. This value is somewhat analogous to
the pooled standard deviationsr in Eq.~4!. Thus, a value
analogous to USL1 is not available from this procedure
for comparison with the other procedures. The computa-
tional biasb predicted by GLLSM does have the same
interpretation as that predicted by the other procedures.

Because the GLLSM procedure predicts the compu-
tational bias through a data adjustment technique, the
benchmark experiments used to produce the adjustments
have a great impact on the results of the analysis. Be-
cause thekeff covariance matrixCkk , is explicitly in-
cluded in the GLLSM adjustment procedure and in the
calculation of theck values,ck provides a measure of the
appropriateness of the benchmark experiment for use in
the data adjustment procedure. With the inclusion of more
experiments with higherck values, the data adjustment,
and thus the computational bias predicted by GLLSM,
becomes more reliable. For the U~11!O2 systems, as
shown in Table V, very few benchmarks exhibitck $ 0.8
for the H0X 5 0 and H0X 5 3 systems. Because of the
lack of experiments that are highly correlated to these

TABLE V

Number of 100 Benchmark Systems Matching Selected Criterion for U~11!O2 Systems

Criterion H0X 5 0 H0X 5 3 H0X 5 40 H0X 5 500

ck . 0.8 4 2 16 58
Esum. 0.8 4 1 31 70
T~E! . 0.95-H capture — — 83 24
T~E! . 0.95-H scatter — 6 51a 48a

T~E! . 0.95-O scatter 0 0 3 27
T~E! . 0.95-235U fission 2a 2a 4a 49a

T~E! . 0.95-235U capture 15 4 25 30
T~E! . 0.95-238U fission 6a 2a 4 —
T~E! . 0.95-238U capture 0a 0a 6a 40a

aTop three sensitivities.
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design systems, the GLLSM does not have enough in-
formation to produce a reliable estimate of the computa-
tional bias.

VIII. ESTABLISHMENT OF
APPLICABILITY CRITERIA

The relationship between GLLSM andck can be used
to determine a criterion forck that indicates whether or
not a design system falls within the area of applicability
of the benchmark experiment. For this exercise, repeti-
tious GLLSM calculations were carried out for five of
the U~2!F4 systems in the benchmarking set, entries 1
through 5 in Table II, with H0X values ranging from 195
to 614. Because these are actual critical experiments, the
computational bias for each system is known. The intent
of this exercise was to determine the magnitude of theck

value necessary to obtain convergence of the GLLSM
procedure. It is expected that with sufficient informa-
tion, GLLSM should converge to an adjusted data set
that minimizes the difference in the experimental and
calculatedkeff values. For each of the first five entries in
Table II, theck values for each of the 100 experiments
from Table II were computed. For each of the five sys-
tems, the GLLSM analysis was repeated by removing

the experiments with the highestck values from the analy-
sis in increments of 0.01. Thus, the first GLLSM analy-
sis included all 100 experiments, even the system for
which the bias was to be minimized, which by definition
has ack value of 1.0. The next analysis included only
experiments withck values of 0.99 and lower, then 0.98
and lower, and so forth. The results of this exercise are
shown in Fig. 11. The horizontal axis of Fig. 11 presents
the cutoff forck used in the calculation. The vertical axis
presents the biasba obtained from Eq.~44!. The value of
the bias should not exceed the stated uncertainty in the
experimental measurements when the system itself is in-
cluded in the GLLSM analysis. The endpoints of the
data shown in Fig. 11 do not deviate from a zero bias by
more than the experimental uncertainty.

The values ofba, with decreasingck, are fairly con-
stant for the first several data points of each curve plot-
ted in Fig. 11. In all cases theba value is nearly constant
to the point of removing experiments withck values of
0.9 and higher. When including only the experiments
with ck values of 0.89 and lower, the value ofy for the
H0X 5 195 system begins a dramatic change. Similar
changes are observed atck values of 0.86, 0.82, 0.80,
and 0.78 for systems with H0X values of 294, 406, 496,
and 614, respectively. Even though these results corre-
spond only to U~2!F4 systems, these clear breaks in the

Fig. 11. Dependence of GLLSM predicted bias on the inclusion of only experiments with correlation coefficients of less
thanck for U~2!F4 systems.
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behavior of the data adjustment produced by the GLLSM
procedure indicate that a design system falls within the
area of applicability of experiments withck values of 0.9
and greater and may fall within the area of applicability
of experiments withck values as low as 0.78. The appli-
cability criterion ofck $ 0.8, as recommended in Ref. 16,
is not unreasonable but should be used with caution. In
this example, the applicability criteria demonstrated an
inverse correlation with H0X; however, it is not known
if this is a general trend for all areas of applicability. The
applicability criteria will be studied further in continu-
ing work on this subject.

The number of correlated systems necessary to ob-
tain convergence of the GLLSM procedure was also in-
vestigated. For each of the U~2!F4 systems, benchmark
experiments were incrementally included in the analysis
beginning with experiments exhibitingck values of 0.90
to 0.91. Next, experiments exhibitingck values of 0.90 to
0.92 were included, then 0.90 to 0.93, and so forth. Con-
vergence of the procedure was determined where the
value ofy agreed within 1s of the endpoint value. In this
case, the standard deviation used was the propagated
adjusted cross-section uncertainty determined by the di-
agonal elements ofCk 'k ' computed in Eq.~45!. For the
five series of calculations, a range of 14 to 22 systems
was required for convergence of the GLLSM procedure.
This convergence procedure is illustrated in Fig. 12, where

the error bars on the endpoints represent 1s. When re-
peating this analysis by incrementally including systems
with ck values of 0.80 and higher, 25 to 40 systems were
required to obtain convergence within 1s. Based on these
results, an adequate assessment of the computational bias
and its uncertainty for a design system can be deter-
mined with a suite of approximately 15 to 20 benchmark
experiments that demonstrateck values of 0.9 or higher.
These guidelines are more stringent than those given in
Ref. 16, which recommends 5 to 10 benchmarks withck

values of 0.9 or higher and 15 to 20 benchmarks withck

values of 0.8 or higher. Additionally, the currently pro-
posed criteria are based on the evaluation of the thermal
systems. In an earlier evaluation of fast HEU and Pu
metallic spheres, the data adjustments of the GLLSM
procedure were found to converge with as few as four
systems that were very similar in spectra and material
composition.22 Because of the similarity ofck andEsum,
the same limits developed forck should also be applica-
ble to the use of theEsumparameter.

IX. SUMMARY

This paper has presented the theoretical basis for the
application of S0U analysis methods to the validation of

Fig. 12. Convergence of GLLSM predicted bias with inclusion of experiments withck . 0.9 for U~2!F4 systems.
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data sets for use in criticality safety applications and
compared their use to the methods traditionally em-
ployed in validation of criticality safety analysis meth-
ods. The new validation techniques involve updated S0U
analyses, similar to those developed in the late 1970s
primarily for use in the development of fast reactor sys-
tems. The sensitivity analyses produce energy-dependent
sensitivity values~sensitivity profiles!, which give the
relative change in the systemkeff value as a function of
relative changes in the cross sections by energy. These
analyses provide the basic understanding of the physics
of each benchmark experiment in order to properly char-
acterize similarities between systems in a consistent man-
ner. The uncertainty analyses provide an estimate of the
uncertainties in the calculated values of the systemkeff

due to cross-section uncertainties, as well as correlations
in thekeff uncertainties between systems. The use of both
sensitivity and S0U analyses in the formal determination
of areas of applicability has been developed in this work.
These determinations of applicability can be accom-
plished via integral indices, which represent the similar-
ity in the sensitivity profile values and0or the correlation
coefficientsck. Ranges of these indices, proposed to for-
mally define the applicability of a series of critical bench-
mark experiments to a particular application area, areck

and Esum values that are 0.90 or higher. These indices
relate directly to the similarity between pairs of systems.
This similarity can be used to establish the applicability
of a benchmark experiment to the criticality code vali-
dation of a design system.

The elements used in the S0U analysis, along with
the calculated and measuredkeff values and estimates of
uncertainties in the measurements, were used in this work
to demonstrate application of the GLLSM procedure to
data validation for criticality safety studies. The primary
goal of the GLLSM analysis is the prediction of the
calculated-versus-measured differences for systems
that have not been measured. These calculated-versus-
measured differences are the so-called computational bi-
ases. Application of the GLLSM procedures to a series
of critical experiments is designed to identify “changes”
in the underlying nuclear data such that the calculated-
versus-measured differences are minimized. This work
has identified the relationship between these predicted
data changes and the computational bias for systems
that have not been measured and hence correspond to
interpolations or extrapolations in the vector space cor-
responding to the original set of benchmark experi-
ments. Uncertainties in the bias can be estimated based
on the standard deviation provided by the GLLSM
procedure.

A benchmark database of 100 experiments, which
included not only computational models and measured-
versus-computationalkeff results but also S0U results gen-
erated by the S0U methodology, was developed. The same
tools were then applied to a set of four application sce-
narios corresponding to U~11!O2 systems with H0X val-

ues ranging from 0 to 500. An area of applicability
determination was performed using theck andEsuminte-
gral indices generated in the S0U analysis. The analysis
indicated that the benchmark dataset had good coverage
of the 11 wt% systems with H0X values.40, while the
systems with H0X values ,40 had only marginal-to-
inadequate coverage. The scarcity of low-H0X bench-
mark experiments is a concern. Additional experiments
in this area would be useful.

Additionally, analyses were performed to predict the
computational biases for the 11 wt% systems. Specifi-
cally, the traditionalkeff trending analyses were com-
pared with newly developedkeff trending procedures,
utilizing theck andEsumparameters, as well as the GLLSM
procedure.

Comparisons of the various trending techniques were
quite interesting in that the differences in the biases pre-
dicted by the various methods depend on the particular
system being analyzed. The predicted biases for various
systems were in some cases up to a factor of 5 dif-
ferences between the various trending parameters. The
primary reason for these differences is that systems
demonstrating similarity from the standpoint of certain
parameters may be dissimilar with respect to other pa-
rameters. In particular, the H0X and EALF parameters
predicted similarity between dry uranium systems with
high enrichments~93 wt%! and dry uranium systems
with intermediate enrichments~10 wt%!, while the ck

andEsum indices indicated that these systems were quite
different. The net effect of trending with H0X and EALF
was a cancellation of the effects of the biases on the
trend, which produced a predicted design system bias of
,0.5% overprediction for a dry U~11!O2 system. The
trending withck and Esum integral indices produced an
estimated bias of nearly 1% overprediction since a num-
ber of systems predicted to be very similar to the dry
U~11!O2 system demonstrated an overprediction calcu-
lated value ofkeff. Although the predicted biases from
these applications are all positive, and thus not consid-
ered in the calculation of the USL, the differences in
magnitude are a concern since the prudent application of
trending procedures is very important in criticality safety
analysis validation exercises.

The example application given herein is included
primarily for illustrative purposes. Further study is on-
going with the aim of providing specific guidance on the
application of these techniques to criticality safety vali-
dation studies.

Studies have indicated that 15 to 20 benchmarks with
ck values near or exceeding 0.9 are needed to ensure
convergence in a GLLSM procedure. Therefore, a corre-
sponding number and type of systems should be consid-
ered a minimum to establish the area of applicability
covering the design system. Under certain conditions,
convergence can also be expected for 25 to 40 systems
with ck values.0.8. The type of conditions under which
convergence can be produced with systems withck values
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,0.9 is the subject of current research. This work has
shown that theck andEsumvalues perform equally well
for the set of applications considered. Hence, the same
criterion used for theck values should be applicable to
theEsumvalues. Additional studies will be performed to
verify this observation.

Future work in this area of study may involve de-
termining procedures to be followed if a sufficient num-
ber of benchmarks experiments with integral indices equal
to 0.9 cannot be identified and addressing the issue
of cross-section data for which no uncertainty data are
available.
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